
Prime Sports™

SPORTS FLOORING

An everyday solution for active spaces.



Prime Sports Flooring can take on tough workouts, prevent fatigue, enhance comfort and provide added 

safety through slip resistance. Prime Sports is made  from post-consumer recycled rubber and quality 

manufactured in the U.S.A.

Prime Sports
SPORTS FLOORING

Cost-efficient, cushioned coverage.

~  Available in 8 colors with 9 chip content options 

~  Tiles are available in 4 gauges to meet various 

impact requirements

~  Outstanding sound and shock absorption for  

a more pleasant environment

~ Excellent chemical resistance

~  3-Year Limited Commercial Warranty

~ Qualifies for LEED credits

Post-consumer 
crumb rubber

4 tile  
thickness 

options

To achieve the ideal color 
for any project, the color 
chip content can be scaled 
from 10% up to 90%. 
Floors can also include 
more than one color. Ask 
your distributor about our 
special order options. 

Chip Content
Standard 10% chip content

10% color 20% color 30% color 40% color 50% color

60% color 70% color 80% color 90% color
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RECOMMENDED ADHESIVES 

See product technical data sheets on flexcofloors.com  

for a complete list of approved adhesives.

PRIME SPORTS 

FLOORING COLORS

For more information, visit flexcofloors.com or 

contact your Flexco distributor. For samples, call 

1-800-633-3151 or visit flexcofloors.com/samples.

Black Dahlia PSF-001

Evergreen PSF-200

Ruby Red PSF-201

Dove PSF-202

Vanilla PSF-203

Starlight PSF-204

Blue Ice PSF-205

Daffodil PSF-206

Available in a variety of color  
and style options.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Order Prefix PSF 

Gauge 5/32", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2"

Size  Rolls: 48"× 49.5' 
 (22 Sq. Yds., 198 Sq. Ft.)

 Square Tiles: 36"× 36"
 (9 Sq. Ft./Tile)

 Interlocking Tiles: 34-1/4"× 34-1/4" 
 (8.2 Sq. Ft./Tile)

Packaging Unboxed tiles and rolls  
 wrapped and put on pallet

Weight  Varies, contact your distributor  
 for details

Prime Sports can be installed indoors or outdoors and is 

available in square or interlocking tiles and rolls. Custom-

sized rolls are available with no upcharge. Custom colors 

are also available. Ask your distributor for details.

Available in square or interlocking tiles and rolls.

36" 36"

34-1/4" 4-1/4"

1-3/4"

48"

Material may contain skiving marks from the manufacturing process. 

Flexco does not consider these defects unless they are excessive 

in nature. Installation of material containing these skive marks is 

considered acceptance of the material, therefore waiving the right 

of replacement except under special circumstances as determined 

by Flexco.


